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Yulia Antonyan
Interplay between the Formal and the Informal: Marketing
Religious Festivals in Contemporary Armenia43
Introduction: Market Space and a Globalized Festival
The formation of post-Soviet capitalisms and modernities44 challenges
researchers to go deep into contextualized economic and market processes,
sometimes entirely veiled by forms of the modern market economy imported
from the Western context. The process of globalized market consumption is one
of these forms. However, once placed within specific cultural frames, it reveals
its hidden contexts and meanings. This paper is about market processes that take
place in Armenia during the main festivals, Christmas and Easter. These
festivals are commonly considered religious ones, but at the same time, they
have been strongly affected by Soviet secularism and globalized capitalist
markets and consumption. This article discusses how formal and informal
market structures convey globalized trends and impact local festivals.
In a market framework, social processes are usually embedded within the
context of consumption, which is according to Baudrillard a process of creation
of meanings, communications, classifications, and social differentiation
(Baudrillard 1998: 86). Festive periods usually are ones of drastically increased
consumption (Douglas 2006), when the main goal of the industrial economy, as
Baudrillard puts it, is “enforced enjoyment” (Baudrillard 1998: 80), meaning
that the market forces an individual to construct his or her own festival pattern
by replicating structural models provided by the consumption system
(Baudrillard 1998: 95-96).
Currently existing discourse on the formal and the informal in economic
anthropology and sociology is represented by numerous publications.45 Most of
them identify the difference between the formal and the informal as that
between the institutionalized and the non-institutionalized, the regulated and the
unregulated, acting within the written law and acting outside it, etc. To make
clear my own understanding of the formal and the informal, I refer to a paper by
Giordano, who emphasizes several important points. He thinks that the clear
separation of formality and informality is a deceptive construct, because both
the formal and the informal can easily co-exist in the same structure. Giordano
43

The research was conducted in the framework of the international and
interdisciplinary project “Informal Markets and Trade in Central Asia and the
Caucasus,” funded by the Volkswagen Foundation.
44
Following Hefner, who demonstrates how different capitalisms and modernities
embedded in different cultural and social contexts can be (Hefner 1998a, 1998b).
45
A detailed overview and analysis of these theories and publications can be found in
Hardenberg & Fehlings 2016.
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also stresses the importance of informality as a principle of social organization
in societies characterized by public mistrust (Giordano 2013: 27-45). In
accordance with these points (inseparability of the formal and the informal and
the importance of informality in societies characterized by public mistrust) I
will try to analyze social and cultural specifics of the festival trade in Armenia,
and especially in Yerevan.
If we try to describe a festival in a contemporary Armenian city, then
most likely the main metaphor we will use will be that of the “market”; more
precisely, the market on these days extends far beyond its everyday limits. On
ordinary days the market space is mostly formalized and represented by shops,
minimarkets, and supermarkets. Informal street trading has been under serious
pressure from the government in the last decade. It is now regulated by a law on
street trading, and the informal segment of the market has been mostly confined
to courtyards and peripheral districts, “intimate” spots, as described by
Fehlings, that are separated from apparent public space (Fehlings 2015: 521),
and is dwindling yearly. However, during festive periods, street trading usually
receives official temporary indulgence and drastically increases in volume and
the space occupied. The city (meaning Yerevan in this particular paper)
transforms into a huge market with formal and informal segments. So one of the
main characteristics of festive periods is the increased informality of markets.
To be specific, we can mention two festivals during the celebration of
which informal street trading increases dramatically: New Year/Christmas (a
semantic pair) and Easter (including the holy week).46 Christmas and Easter
both are formally religious holidays in Armenia. Their religious meaning is
similar to that in most Christian denominations. However, the informal
hierarchy of the most important Christian events (the Birth of Christ and His
Resurrection) in the Armenian Apostolic Church may be different than in some
other Christian Churches. In this hierarchy Easter stands first, and Christmas
comes next, as is well articulated through festival trade. Armenian Christmas
coincides with Epiphany, the celebration of Christ’s Baptism and the blessing of
the water. During Soviet times Christmas became apparently secondary to the
New Year, and its celebration is usually more modest than that of New Year’s
Eve.
As we may understand from previous studies of the processes of
marketing religion and religious festivals (Kitiarsa 2008; Tocheva 2015;
Gudeman & Hann 2015; Kormina 2016; etc.), religious festivals make use of
two “languages” of the market. One represents the recognizable symbolism of
the event through the meaningful forms of ritual/festive goods, and the other
addresses its socio-economic context through hierarchies of marketed goods and
46

Trade can be specifically transformed on other festive days too, e.g., Valentine’s Day
or March 8 (International Women’s Day), but in market terms these holidays cannot be
compared to the Christmas/New Year and Easter seasons.
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marketplaces. Further, in this paper I will try to demonstrate how these two
“languages” act through formal and informal market structures.
Market “Languages” of Religious Holidays (Christmas and Easter)
Globalized commercialization of the main Christian holidays started back
in the 19th century, as shown in Miller’s introduction to a collection of papers
dedicated to the sociological and anthropological analysis of Christmas (Miller
1995). This was a period of “massive industrialization, commercialization and
urgent discussions over the continued significance (or otherwise) of religion in
the society” (Coleman 2005: 351). Mass commoditization of religious holidays
resulted in, on the one hand, the loss of previous meanings and practices and the
appearance of new ones, and on the other hand, increased visibility of the
holiday and increased participation by the population (also passive participation
through mere consumption of goods and attractions) (Carrier 1993). All this is
true for the Armenian context as well.
Economic globalization resulting in the worldwide expansion of
Christmas and Easter consumption can take some hybrid forms (as in Japan,
where a crucified figure of “Father Christmas” became a festive symbol; see
Coleman 2005: 351). The Christian cultural context and local traditions of
celebrations of Christmas in Armenia permit the easy adoption of Western
European commercialized models, but their adaptation has led to new, similarly
hybrid forms of celebration and “consumption” of Christmas here too.
The Western (American and Western European) type of visualization and
commodification of the New Year and Christmas holidays not only brought in
new social meanings and symbolism, but also shifted and extended the temporal
borders of the holiday seasons. The Armenian Christmas is celebrated after New
Year’s Day, on January 6, and since Soviet times it has mostly fused with the
New Year celebration. The latter, in turn, being secular in character, in the
process of its construction by Soviet officials and Soviet mass culture
institutions absorbed all the main attributes of the Orthodox Christmas, after
having changed their meanings and social connotations. Currently, the
commoditized “text” of the Armenian Christmas has also absorbed specific
elements of the Catholic and Protestant Christmases.47 Thus, it is visualized
through commodities exported from the West or Russia and their replicas or
adapted versions handmade in Armenia, and through Christmas production of
mass culture (films, cartoons, books, images, advertisements, mythological
characters, etc.). One of the newest introductions into the celebration is the
Christmas fair, organized formally or semi-formally. The very idea of Christmas
fairs comes as a reproduction of Western European urban models. Following
globalized trends, the Christmas fairs along with other components of the
47

The history and anthropology of the European Christmas, as well as its market- and
consumption-related meanings and connotations, are unraveled in Miller (1993).
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Christmas celebration extend the temporal borders of the seasonal celebration,
because they start long before the holiday season usually started in Soviet and
early post-Soviet times. Their structure and content seem to be mostly adopted
from the West; however, as will be revealed below, the Christmas and Easter
fairs have been embedded into the local social and economic context and
become one of the socially meaningful gears of the local market system.

Picture 1: Easter market: the usual assortment of goods is complemented by homemade
and imported holiday items
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According to my field observations, urban festival trade is represented by
several types of formal, semi-formal, and informal structures, including formal
shops and markets (supermarkets and minimarkets), occasionally organized
formal and semi-formal fairs, and spontaneously emerging temporary
marketplaces such as short-term bazaars and groups of mobile traders moving
across the city throughout the day. Though these structures vary in status and in
their relationships with the state,48 the main difference between these
constituents of the festival market is the commodities they sell.
The formal market is dependent on several large local manufacturing or
food-producing/ processing firms and large commercial enterprises (often
appropriated by oligarchs) importing festive products from Europe, Russia,
Arab countries, and Turkey (through Georgia, as a rule). Informal street trading
represents mostly the production of local medium and small enterprises, local
household and handmade production, and low-cost production from China and
other developing countries, imported by individual traders or just bought in the
wholesale markets and resold.
Although the principal variety of goods is the same everywhere, there are
also eye-catching differences between trade structures. Metaphorically, it can be
said that the formal market units are the festival’s front door, and the informal
ones are its commercial back door. Formal market institutions (mini- and
supermarkets, shops) pay more attention to the “prestigious” part of the ritual
and celebration (gifts, expensive ritual supplies like luxury Christmas-tree
decorations, alcohol, prestigious and expensive food like exotic fruits, meat,
seafood, sweets, dried fruit, etc.). The informal street market is more focused on
commodities and food of relatively low cost and, therefore, low prestige—local
fruits and vegetables, cheap or handmade decorations, unsophisticated sweets
and other processed foods, handmade dyes for Easter eggs, sprouted seeds as a
decoration for the Easter table, etc.).
This division evokes parallels with the differentiation of goods into those
that are exposed for “conspicuous” and “not conspicuous” consumption in
Veblen’s theory (Veblen 2007).49 More “prestigious” and less “prestigious”
goods are a result of the social context and internal hierarchies of the informal
market players. Those having a higher status because of more powerful
connections or kin relations usually have better places and larger spaces and
usually sell more “prestigious” goods than those who are short of connections
and kin. Among the seasonal “prestigious” goods are natural Christmas trees,
48

Some of them are organized by state institutions, like fairs and Christmas-tree
bazaars; some of them are fully informal phenomena, like street traders, who would be
considered illegal on ordinary days.
49
Veblen’s theory of conspicuous consumption is related to the specific form of
consumption, which seems to be irrational and unproductive, because it exceeds major
subsistence needs, but is considered honorable and prestigious and serves as a means of
asserting reputability (Veblen 2007: 49-69).
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sold at formally (by the mayor) organized bazaars located in rather prestigious
places (in the city center, at the crossroads of important streets, near the big
supermarkets). They are sold almost exclusively by men who import them
“from Europe, mostly Germany.”50 Goods of low prestige are mostly sold by
women, often old women, and also by old men and poor people, and their
market stands are usually located in less attractive (and correspondingly
cheaper) places. The less prestigious goods are petty decorative items like
candles, festive plastic bags, napkins, pens, cards, and calendars. Religious
goods like crosses, icons, etc. are sold by aged people (both women and men),
strongly reminiscent of beggars. Many people feel morally obliged to buy
something from them “to help the poor grandma.”
Festival fairs occupy a separate place in the hierarchy of the units of
festival trade. Historically, fairs have been occasionally organized temporary
markets (usually during holidays), located on trade or pilgrimage routes and
aimed at promoting interregional trade (see, e.g., Braudel 1988: 67-81). Today,
as we can see, festival fairs are temporary markets organized on the occasion of
a holiday by community authorities or other organizations, where manufacturers
or artisans themselves are encouraged to sell their products. The assortment of
goods offered is either irrationally expensive (especially food and alcohol) or of
not very good quality (like some handmade items).51 According to my
observations and occasional conversations, few people go to the fairs to buy
something really functional, except for gifts. People (at least those whom I
talked to) buy goods at the fairs to become a part of the festival’s enjoyment and
relaxation through consumption and sometimes charity.
If Christmas is influenced by Western patterns of celebration and festive
consumption, then the consumption “canon” and “languages” of Easter come
literally from the “East,” Orthodox Russia. In Eastern Christianity, including the
Armenian Apostolic and Orthodox traditions, Easter is the most important
holiday in the yearly cycle of Christian holidays. One of the bizarre turnabouts
of globalization is that most of the Orthodox production of Easter items such as
decorations and dyes for eggs, etc., is made in China, and imported from there
either directly from China by wholesale traders or through Russian partners or
middlemen.

50

There have been a number of journalists’ reports about the Christmas-tree trade,
divulging all the specifics of this market sector (Chilingaryan 2011).
51
Let me mention an autoethnographic example. Once I was lucky to be in Vienna in
the pre-Christmas period. The locals advised me not to buy anything in the Christmas
fairs dispersed here and there throughout the city: “Everything you may want to buy you
can find in supermarkets, but at a much lower cost.” However, keeping this in mind, I
could not help buying some souvenirs from a fair just to commemorate my being in
Vienna at Christmas. Back in Yerevan, I became a faithful visitor to such fairs just to
revive the festive feelings I had once experienced in Vienna.
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Both formal and informal markets enlarge the gamut of Easter-related
commodities from year to year. Most ritual components of the Easter
celebration, like colored eggs, Easter pastries, and decorations in the form of
trays with green sprouts of wheat and tiny toy chickens, previously handmade
as part of preparation rituals, are now sold everywhere in the markets.
According to ethnographic data, Easter and Christmas preparations were
previously considered separate rituals and were not less important than the
holidays themselves.52 Currently, in fact, consumption of readymade ritual
products makes the ritual time of the holiday shorter and preparations less
important in the religious sense. And again, the principle of “prestige” of goods
works here. If formal markets sell highly prestigious imported goods more
characteristic of the Orthodox Easter (like Russian “kulich”-s53 and Easter
religious objects (e.g. icons)), the informal street markets offer local or
homemade products like local natural plant dyes (“toron” (dyer’s madder or
Rubia tinctorum), onionskins), diverse greens, local fish, etc.
Gradation of local and imported commodities by the criteria of prestige
and cost (the imported ones or at least handmade replicas of foreign Christmas
and Easter commodities are always at the top of the scale) forms new categories
of prestige for the festive rituals and, thus, contributes to their transformation.
Thus, commercialization of the festivals has led to changes in festival time
periods, transformation and globalization of rituals, and changes in the social
“language” of the festival. These globalized trends are inculcated mostly
through the formal market sector. In modern globalized communities, new
forms and meanings are often brought to the culture by informal groups of
immigrants or merchants bypassing official and formal institutions (state,
church, etc.). This process has been called “globalization from below” by Portes
(2000) or “grass-root globalization” by Appadurai (2000). Normally,
“globalization from below” is actively going on in Armenia in many spheres of
everyday and business life due to the high level of seasonal migration, cultural
exchange between emigrants and their relatives remaining in Armenia, and
recent migrants from Syria. However, in the case of religious and festive
consumption, globalized trends are first introduced mainly by formal trade
institutions. The informal street market stays more conservative and adapts
slowly to the newest introductions. This happens partly because the street
market’s main consumers are the poorer segments of the population. As Portes
52

Thus, every preparatory activity, like cleaning and decorating the house, baking ritual
breads and cakes, dyeing eggs, slaughtering animals, etc., had to be done on a particular
day and at a particular time, by particular family or clan members, with accompanying
rites, prohibitions, and folklore. See the ethnographic descriptions of the Armenian
traditional holidays in Kharatyan-Arakelyan 2005.
53
Kulich is the original Russian (Orthodox) Easter cake. In the days before Easter, the
bakery of one of the Yerevan supermarket chains, “SAS,” always makes kuliches in the
Russian way.
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indicates, “the process of remoulding of popular culture on the basis of external
forms […] paradoxically, […] does not affect the very poor in peripheral
societies, as working and middle-class sectors are […] the most exposed to
marketing messages and cultural symbols” (Portes 2000: 257). Another
explanation may be a higher extent of religious traditionalism in socially low
strata of the population.
Formal Charity or Informal Business? The “Prestige Economy” of the
Christmas and Easter Fairs
This case study of festival fairs in Yerevan is a good example of the
fusion of the formal and the informal, or as Hart puts it, an informal economy
emerging within the formal bureaucracy (Hart 2005).
The organization of Christmas and Easter fairs is getting to become a
tradition in Yerevan. Short-term markets selling handmade products are opened
during the festive periods in significant locations within the urban space (like
Swan Lake, Northern Avenue, Mashtots Park, etc.) or in the best hotels (like
Marriott and Ani). Some of these markets are organized through formal
structures such as the municipal government, schools, and the church, and the
rest by NGOs or individuals. The main Christmas fair on Northern Avenue in
Yerevan has been organized for more than several years already by the
municipality. The Diaspora Ministry was responsible for the organization of
some charity Christmas fairs with the participation of Syrian-Armenian
refugees. In 2018, the city Christmas fair was opened for the first time in
Gyumri by the Armenian Catholic Church jointly with the Caritas charitable
organization. For more than ten years, a public Christmas fair has been
organized at the local “Aregnazan” Waldorf School. In the Easter period,
festival fairs are organized by the Association of Young Women of Armenia
and other NGOs or individuals for charitable purposes.
Formally, almost all the Christmas and Easter fairs are supposed to
convey the idea of charity. It is assumed that income from these fairs should be
spent on charitable purposes, or that fair participants should be related to
vulnerable or overlooked segments of the population like refugees, women,
children, and people with disabilities, or that the main purpose should be the
promotion of local entrepreneurship and production. And on the formal level,
these terms seem to be observed. Thus, participants in the main city Christmas
fair include some NGOs and charitable organizations, as well as church
eparchies, representing charity-oriented products produced by church-based
youth organizations.
However, if the organizational mechanisms of most of the fairs are
closely examined, it becomes clear that formal goals and purposes are
intertwined with informal mechanisms of economic interaction. All my
interviews and talks with the participants in festival fairs have revealed the
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following situation. As a rule, all these fairs are very poorly advertised and
publicized. When I asked how the participants learned about the fair and what
the application process was, I was told that either they got information through
their social channels (friends, kin, etc.) or they were directly contacted, because
they had already previously participated in such fairs. At the “Aregnazan”
Waldorf School the participants are selected on the basis of recommendations
by teachers, parents, or previous participants in the fair (“they wouldn’t accept
anyone off the street”). Social channels play an important role in this process.
The closed circle of participants in and the “elitism” of fairs makes the prestige
of participation higher, even if they are proved not to be economically effective.
Such selection provokes the formation of conveniently elitist communities of
master artisans producing handmade items and their clientele, where everyone
knows each other.

Picture 2: A Christmas fair on Northern Avenue: the Youth Union of the Tavush
diocese is selling homemade jams and herbal teas

Another specific element of the process is poor advertisement of the fair
for potential consumers. Surprisingly small numbers of buyers can be seen at
such fairs, especially if they are held in closed spaces. But even the open-air
fairs (except for the main city Christmas fair) are attended by occasional
passers-by or friends who come to show support. The reason is that the
organizers’ income comes from the “sale” of stands. Participants pay a fixed
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amount of money (usually rather high) for the stands and then keep the proceeds
from their own sales. In fact, advertising expenses diminish the organizers’
income, so they are not interested in spending the money, and they seem to not
care about the participants’ income. Sometimes, buyers are so few that
organizers close the market before the designated time. To obtain maximal
benefit, organizers “play” with prices. For example, participants may share one
stand between two participants to decrease their expenses. Therefore, organizers
increase the price for half of a stand. For instance, if a stand costs 30,000 drams
(approximately 60 dollars), then half would cost not 15,000 drams, but 20,000.
One of my informants complained that she was forced to withdraw her
participation after she learned about such tricks.
Poor advertising of fairs becomes a reason for low sales, and often the
participants return home with zero income. However, interest in the fairs is not
fading. As I was told by one of the participants in such fairs, a designer of cloth
and accessories, even if the sales were too low, she would be able to actively
socialize, make new connections, meet new clientele, and advertise her “name,”
and eventually it would be beneficial for her business. She even gave me several
examples of benefits of this kind that have come true.
I assume that the artificially constructed social importance and prestige of
these fairs eventually leads to their economic validity even in the absence of
direct economic income from sales. I argue that this is a very interesting
example of a prestige economy in a market-oriented, industrial society.
There is one more thing. Few people ask whether the expectation of
charity really works. Most of my informants assume that NGOs are more likely
to really spend money received on charitable purposes, while individual
organizers are likely to appropriate the income. I assume that few “actors” in
this market performance are really interested in charity. It is more important to
make the idea of charity appear valid. It may just be mentioned in the title of the
event, or embodied in various actions that appear senseless at first glance. For
instance, a drawing is held among the participants, and the winner has to make a
gift to children in orphanages. Sometimes it has no expected effect. “Usually I
don’t agree to give out my handmade stuff for free. It is too expensive for that, I
can’t afford gifting it, taking into account the low sales and almost no income
coming directly from the fair,” I was told by one of my informants. But
sometimes sellers agree to give away some inexpensive handmade items for
social or emotional reasons, or to get more publicity for their businesses.
Thus, even formally organized fairs have their informal aspects, which
make them a sort of informal business for the organizers, on the one hand, and a
rather effective social mechanism of marketing for the artisans, on the other. It
is only surprising that the Armenian Apostolic Church employs this social
instrument of economic activity in a rather limited way; only a few of the
eparchies organize fairs or participate in them, unlike their counterparts in the
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Russian Orthodox Church, who organize special “Orthodox fairs” (Kormina
2017). I am inclined to explain this by the need to engage in more profitable
ritual activities during the Christmas (which in Armenian Apostolic Christianity
coincides with the celebration of Christ’s Baptism and the water-blessing ritual)
and Easter periods and by their ability to benefit from charity of other kinds,
through the church’s close collaboration with affluent benefactors who give
directly to the church (see, e.g., Antonyan 2015).
Conclusion
We have discussed the role of formal and informal institutions and
structures in the organization of festival trade. Festival trade operates according
to all the principles of formal/informal business and the globalized economy, on
the one hand, and demonstrates more cultural authenticity and specificity than
usual, on the other hand. The social and economic context of consumption is
becoming more visible during festive periods. Some other specific features, like
charity-targeted trade or trade intermingled with ritual events that take place
uniquely during the period of religious festivals, may be considered markers of
festival trade. This suggests an answer to the question of whether the religious
context and religious meanings of festivals play any role in festive consumption.
For the social and economic mechanisms of the fairs to operate successfully, the
pertinence and the timeliness of charity events are necessary. The idea of
charity works well during the period of festivals, and at religious festivals in
particular. First, they incite an increased demand for consumption of various
types of commodities, and second, they provide spiritual, moral, and emotional
foundations for giving (Carrier 1993; Zaidman & Lowengart 2001; Meyer 2002;
Kormina 2016).
The cultural specificity and traditional content of religious events are
undergoing the influence of globalization. However, while the informal street
marketplace is quick to demonstrate traditionalist trends, formal market
structures are more flexible with regard to festive products and more at ease
with introducing new elements, forms, and meanings into the festive
consumption process, which makes it look like consumption in any other
country with a dominant Christian culture. Among the promoters of globalized
trends among artisans are fairs, formally or semi-formally organized on the
occasion of religious festivals. They also may be regarded as a good example of
trade structures in which formal and informal aims, mechanisms, and
relationships are interwoven and cannot be separated.
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